IS A SUPERYACHT EXPERIENCE
MEASURED IN MOMENTS, OR METRES?
HELEN FRETTER TAKES A CREWED
CHARTER IN PALMA
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assions are intrinsically personal. What intoxicates one
person can leave the next coldly unmoved, so enticing
someone to join you in your own infatuation needs no small
degree of luck, or failing that good fortune, copious planning
behind the scenes.
There are few obsessions this applies to more sharply than
sailing. Many a non-sailor has remained resolutely so thanks
to an ill-timed trip on a grey and lumpy sea or with an
ill-tempered skipper. Equally many yachtsmen have booked
bareboats and boarded planes with partners, families and
friends in the hope that warm turquoise waters will entice
them to enjoy life on board – maybe for a week or two, maybe
for rather longer.
A bareboat sailing holiday can be idyllic, with as much
company or privacy, independence or assistance as you
require. But while finding your perfect anchorage and catering
to your own tastes is all part of the fun, it can have its stressful
moments, where some sleight of hand is needed to maintain
an illusion of tranquility.
That tranquility is what superyacht sailing is all about –
a beautiful yacht in a blissful location with every amenity
you could possibly need to hand. Superyacht charter is by
definition an exclusive activity. But the superyacht experience
isn’t defined by the size of the yacht, it’s about the comfort,
seclusion and service on board. An increasing number of
companies now offer crewed charters on smaller yachts with
as many amenities as can be packed in as possible.
DiYachting manage and charter 60-80ft yachts in
covetable destinations in the Mediterranean and Caribbean.
“If you are on a bareboat you can hire a skipper, but this is the
first size of yacht that you can have a full-time crew on board
before you get to a superyacht,” explains Lizzie Abbiss, who
co-founded diYachting with her husband Matt in 2011.
“Basically we are the gap in the market, which is where it
started from: we worked on a 60ft charter yacht and we
realised there was nobody there to help us.”
DiYachting predominately offers monohulls, including
CNB, Jeanneau, Swan and X-Yachts designs, reflecting the
recent boom in 60ft-plus designs from production as well as
semi-custom yards. The company manages yachts both for
owners who run their boats as a largely commercial
enterprise, and for those who want to retain as many sailing
weeks as possible while recouping a percentage of their costs.
Oyster Yachts are among the brands that offer charter and
management solely for their own designs. Molly Marston, who
runs Oyster charters from Newport, Rhode Island, began the
service some 20 years ago and has seen a shift in the profile
of clients chartering from them.
“Originally we started this so it would give people who were
interested in buying an Oyster the option to try it and
experience it,” Marston explains. “Then it became more about
the holiday market.”
The Oyster charter fleet ranges from 56-125ft, with the
majority of yachts from 62-88ft, in destinations including the
Croatia, Sicily and the Caribbean. “The typical clients are a

The Jeanneau 64,
Polar Bear, is owned by
the model’s
interior designer,
Andrew Winch

The set-up is ideal for
introducing families to
big boat cruising
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British family who are considering buying the boat themselves
and want to introduce the family to sailing.
“A high percentage of people who charter will then
eventually buy an Oyster. On the flip side of the circle, owners
will then realize it’s a way to offset their costs,” says Marston.
A much newer operator is charter broker Helm, which was
founded two years ago, and offers charters with crew on
monohulls and multihulls upwards of 55ft. “The bareboat side
of things is covered extremely well in the charter world, both
UK and worldwide, and once you get over 120ft that sector is
also very competitive with some big, big players,” explains
Helm’s Peter Harrison. “But in between, these smaller
skippered and crewed yachts from 55-100ft, aren’t covered
that much at all. So that’s where we wanted to aim.”
We joined Polar Bear, a Jeanneau 64 managed by
diYachting, for a crewed charter experience out of Palma.
When Yachting World tested the Jeanneau 64 on its launch
two years ago, we were impressed by its superyacht
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CREWED CHARTER OPTIONS
One week on DIYachting’s Jeanneau 64 Polar Bear
for eight guests in Croatia costs from €14,000
(£12,950) excluding VAT, and Advance Provisioning
Allowance (APA). www.diyachting.co.uk
One week on the Oyster 745 Graycious, which is
based in Rhode Island in the summer and the

Oyster 745 Graycious

Caribbean in winter, costs from $26,000 (£20,100,
ex VAT and APA). www.oysteryachts.com/charter
One week on the Hanse 675 Nadamas in the
Greek Islands through Helm starts from €15,000
(£13,867, low season, excluding VAT and expenses).
www.helm.yt

Hanse 675 Nadamas

ONBOARD BUDGET
It’s standard practice for crewed charter bookings to be subject to an
additional APA charge, or Advance Provisioning Allowance, typically
20-30 per cent of the charter fee. This is charged in advance and used to
provision the boat, as well as pay for yacht and tender fuel, mooring fees,
national park charges etc.
At the end of the week the account will be settled and if there is
surplus this will be refunded to the charterers, or can go towards the tip.
Crew tips are typically 10-15 per cent although they are discretionary.

aspirations. Designed by Philippe Briand with interior by
Winch Design, the 64 packs in eight berths (plus crew
accommodation), a gargantuan cockpit, and copious garage.
Polar Bear is owned personally by Andrew Winch so,
unsurprisingly, the boat was attentively finished below.
Caramel shades of wood and leather create a homely warmth,
with personal touches including a celebration of polar bear
motifs inspired by the designer’s favourite childhood book.
Winch, who also worked with Jeanneau and Briand on 51ft
and 54ft models, said that when they designed the 64 they
set out to create the biggest yacht that could be easily
handled by two people, be that an owner and partner or two
paid crew. “We also wanted to break the psychology that
sailing is uncomfortable,” he commented.
Borrowing heavily from his work in superyachts, Winch set
out to include as much comfort as possible in the Jeanneau,
including three en suite stall showers in the four-cabin version,
which makes her ideal for this style of crewed charter. “She is
a Tardis in terms of her size,” he comments, adding that with
three double en suite cabins she is comparable to 100ft-plus
yachts such as Hamilton in terms of sheer accommodation.
He also cites the two enormous lounging beds in the guest
cockpit, which bear a striking similarity to the arrangement
onboard the 103ft (33m) lime green Inouï. On the Jeanneau
64 this is made possible by two lifting cockpit tables
(electrically operated on Polar Bear), which can convert from
daybeds to become a dining space for eight.
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We set off from Palma
having agreed the
simplest of plans: to find
a spot to anchor for the
night, and do as much or
as little sailing as we liked

Charter guests can
plan their own route,
or let the crew guide
them to the best
anchorages

Polar Bear is run by a permanent skipper, Matt Fraser, and
chef, Naomi Hawes, from diYachting. After a relaxed briefing
over lunch – far from the businesslike handovers of most
bareboat charters – we set off from Palma having agreed the
simplest of plans: to find a spot to anchor for the night, and do
as much or as little sailing as we liked on the way.

G ENTLE INTRO D U CTIO N
With Palma’s sea breeze providing a solid south-westerly we
beat out of the Bay of Palma before reaching north-west past
Port Adriano. Polar Bear is equipped with in-boom main
furling, a North Sails carbon jib and staysail, and a Code 0
bearing a large bear logo, the only sail that required manual
furling. The sail handling systems were smooth to operate
with Matt and Naomi more than able to run the cockpit and
bow between them, but there was plenty of opportunity for
additional hands to contribute, and the helm was always
available for the taking.
The set-up also proved ideal for any less committed
sailors. It was the first time on a big boat for our young
children, and what was blissful for us could have meant
seasickness, boredom, and a compulsive inability to stay out
of the way when anchoring for them. Instead, they did
something extraordinary. They relaxed – and so did we. With
our mini-crew safely installed in the enormous forward
cockpit under a bimini, there was no danger of sunburn or

small fingers slipping too close to a winch. This left us able to
actually enjoy some sailing and share the moment when our
son or daughter took the wheel for the first time.
DiYachting’s Lizzie Abbiss says that most of their charter
clients are committed sailors who want to enjoy the
experience of sailing a larger yacht, but not the ultimate
responsibility. “We have a lot of families come to us, and a few
of them have had almost bad bareboat experiences, and their
families aren’t that confident in the dad being their skipper.
“Suddenly they start to enjoy their sailing holiday because
the dad’s not in charge, he’s not stressed out. He can helm the
boat as much as he likes but at the end of the day he isn’t
doing the manoevures and telling his children what to do!”
With a persistent swell running along the south side of the
island we tucked deep into Cala Blanca anchorage on the first
night, sheltered by tree-covered cliffs on three sides. Dinner
was served on board, based on a preferences form we’d
completed before departure listing dietary restrictions,
favourite foods and other peccadillos. At this size of yacht,
there are obviously no staff quarters but Matt and Naomi gave
us the option of dining separately or with them. Personally, we
enjoyed sitting down together with them each night, with the
talk inevitably turning to boats.
The protected spot of Cala Blanca also gave us a chance to
discover the contents of the tender garage. Besides the 100hp
Williams Jet tender bobbing obediently behind us each day,
the stern locker was stuffed with toys including waterskis and
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wakeboards, snorkel gear, and ringos.
Two paddleboards tucked on the foredeck could be
deployed at a moment’s notice whenever we dropped anchor,
and while we enjoyed a first breakfast on deck Matt launched
the yacht’s piece de resistance, an inflatable Tiwal dinghy.
With a battened windsurf-style sail, carbon mast and
outrigger frame the Tiwal had a surprising turn of speed and a
particularly giggle-inducing motion downwind.
We later sailed north to round the rocky coastline of
Dragonera, an uninhabited island west of Mallorca that is a
designated national park. With a silhouette that bears more

A SAILOR’S CHOICE
Andrew Winch is one of the world’s most
acclaimed superyacht designers,
responsible for the interior styling of
yachts as varied as Hamilton II, Inouï,
the 138ft Ron Holland ketch Cyclos III,
Frers-designed Unfurled and many more.
Winch cut his teeth in Gull and Laser
dinghies, before building and racing a
Sonata keelboat in the Solent, and
skippering a yacht across the Atlantic in
his early 20s. Although his work now
encompasses motoryachts, private planes, and architecture, he considers
himself a sailor first and foremost.
“I love to sail, and I want the boat to perform,” he commented. “We
have a Code 0 and I want to see it flying as often as possible. I love to see
the boat up to 10-12 knots – we had it at 14 knots once off Palma, and
reached 13 on her very first delivery off Portugal.”
This was Polar Bear’s first charter season, for 2018 she will be in Croatia.

than a passing resemblance to a sleeping dragon, and hillsides
dotted with lighthouses and watch towers built to spy
smugglers and Barbary pirates, there was plenty to capture
young imaginations.
A southerly 12-16 knots also entertained us. Sailing under
Code 0 we passed close to crashing waves on Dragonera’s
shoreline until the island’s lizard-like horizon sent chaotic
gusts streaking across our path and we tucked into Sant Elm.
As we circled looking for an anchorage on the Mallorcan
coastline the roomiest spots were to the east, but we couldn’t
drop anchor there on account of the protected seagrass fields
beneath. Concerned that the laid mooring balls wouldn’t
provide either the securest or quietest night’s sleep, Matt
instead anchored Polar Bear (which has a shallow draught of
2.3m and a winged keel) just off the beach. It was a position
you would have to be very confident to try in a bareboat yacht,
but rewarded us with a mirror calm spot the following morning
to enjoy the wakeboard and towing toys.
The crew’s enthusiasm for launching each and every
water toy, for making any sail change unhesitatingly, and for
trying to find the best possible spot in every anchorage really
made the Polar Bear experience something special. Nothing
was ever too much bother, thanks to their absolute
commitment to each one of us having a good time.
In terms of inspiring a passion, our trip on board Polar Bear
was a riotous success. From taking the wheel to exploring
nooks and crannies of secret inlets and learning how the
chartplotter worked, it could not have been a more
memorable introduction to the sheer delights of cruising for
the youngest members of our family.
Beyond the incredible hospitality and comfort, it was also
a chance for us to reacquaint ourselves with the simple
pleasure of sailing with the sun on your back. A crewed
charter is a very special type of indulgence, but it’s
the opportunity to enjoy the sailing with every other
element taken care of that is the real luxury.
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